**PHILOSOPHY**

**FIT**

**LIVE FIT**
Your fit, instantly.
The secret of Live Fit is the breathable PORON XRD memory foam. As soon as the skier puts on the helmet, the memory foam instantly adapts to the shape of the head, creating a custom fit and maximizing comfort.

**ADAPTIVE FIT**
Adaptive Fit system for an individually adjustable fit.

**INSTANT FIT**
Instantaneous fit to any shape of head. Exceptional comfort guaranteed.

**CONSTRUCTION**

**ABS HARD SHELL**
Seamless ABS shell for maximum protection.

**HYBRID SHELL**
Combination of ABS hard shell and In-Mold constructions. Maximum shock absorption, optimized weight.

**IN-MOLD**
Low weight EPS foam and an optimized shell construction make a super-light helmet.

**VENTILATION**

**ADJUSTABLE VENTING**
Active ventilation system, individually adjustable. Perfect temperature in any situation, from sweaty ascents to chilly lift rides.

**PASSIVE VENTING**
Optimum temperature inside the helmet, whatever the weather.